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Saint Laurent-inspired photo ser ies to debutSaint Laurent-inspired photo ser ies to debut
in  Harper ’s Bazaar  magazinein Harper ’s Bazaar  magazine
August 21, 2018

The photo series  is  shot by Kenneth Willardt. Image credit: Harper's  Bazaar

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

The Selects Gallery and fashion photographer Kenneth Willardt have teamed with Harper's Bazaar and Yves Saint
Laurent for a new photo series inspired by Mr. Saint Laurent's work.

Called "That's Rich," the series is inspired by Mr. Saint Laurent's vision of the modern woman as he imagined her.
The photo series will be presented at The Selects Gallery and in the Harper's Bazaar September issue.

"Thanks to Kenneth Willardt's acute sense of sharpness and finely structured composition, this series of images
epitomizes what beauty and fashion photography is about: a surreal vision of reality, beautified almost to an
extreme," said Marie Audier D'Alessandris, founder of The Selects Gallery, in a statement.

That's Rich
Throughout his career, Mr. Saint Laurent helped redefine what the modern woman looked like.

Thanks to his meticulous attention to detail, Mr. Saint Laurent's designs became incredibly popular and influential in
the fashion world.

Now, Harper's Bazaar is helping Mr. Willardt to bring this vision to life with a new photo series.

Eight large-format photographs shot by Mr. Willardt will be on display at The Selects Gallery. These photos are
inspired by Mr. Saint Laurent and make use of his ideas.
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The series is inspired by Yves Saint Laurent. Image credit: Harper's Bazaar

Additionally, the photos will be published in the September issue of Harper's Bazaar.

The campaign comes just a few months after Hearst-owned Harper's Bazaar gained a new editor at large who was
previously at The New York Times' style magazine T .

Deborah Needleman ended her four-year tenure at T  in late 2016, but her next moves were not made public at the
time. While maintaining her new role managing story ideas for Harper's Bazaar, Ms. Needleman will also be giving
support to T  with a new weekly column in the magazine (see story).
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